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Investigation: PE 12-017
Date Opened: 06/19/2012 Date Closed: 06/12/2014
Investigator: Chris Lash Reviewer: Jeff Quandt
Approver: Frank Borris
Subject: Electric power steering failure

MANUFACTURER & PRODUCT INFORMATION
Manufacturer: Ford Motor Company
Products: 2011 - 2013 Ford Explorer
Population:          179,027

Problem Description: The Electric Power Assisted Steering (EPAS) can suddenly fail while driving, resulting in 
increased steering effort.

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY
ODI Manufacturer Total

Complaints: 352 750 969**

Crashes/Fires: 3 15 15**

Injury Incidents: 1 0 1

Number of Injuries: 1 0 1

Fatality Incidents: 0 0 0

Other*: 0 4,059 4,059

*Description of Other: Warranty claims

** Total eliminates duplicates received by ODI and manufacturer.

ACTION / SUMMARY INFORMATION

Action: This preliminary evaluation is closed.  Recall 14V-286.

Summary:
On May 27, 2014 and amended June 2, 2014, Ford Motor Company (Ford) submitted a Defect Information Report 
(DIR) to NHTSA describing a safety defect that may result in a sudden loss of power steering assist in approximately 
179,027 model year (MY) 2011 through 2013 Ford Explorer vehicles equipped with electric power assisted steering 
(EPAS), including 82,328 MY 2011 Explorers  that are the subject of PE12-017.  Ford has assigned the recall number 
14S06.  The NHTSA recall number is 14V-286.  Ford's DIR indicates that loss of power steering assist while driving 
would require higher steering effort at lower vehicle speeds, which may result in an increased risk of a crash. 
 
Sudden loss of power steering assist while driving can occur in the subject vehicles if the system loses electrical 
power or whenever the system detects a fault that requires it to enter fail-safe mode, which removes power from the 
EPAS motor and defaults to manual steering.  Ford's DIR indicates that the majority of steering assist failures in the 
recalled vehicles have been caused by an intermittent electrical connection in the Power Steering Control Module 
(PSCM) that can lead to a loss of the motor position sensor signal.  Ford's remedy instructs dealers to check the 
PSCM for diagnostic trouble codes (DTC).  If upon initial inspection a loss of steering assist DTC is present, dealers 
will replace the steering gear at no charge to the owner and update the PSCM with revised software.  Following 
detection of a motor position sensor signal fault, the revised software will provide audible and visual warnings to the 
driver that a power steering system fault has been detected and will maintain steering assist for the remainder of that 
drive cycle.  If no DTC is present, dealers will reprogram the PSCM with the revised software.  
 
Analysis of information from all sources identified a total of 969 complaints and 4,059 warranty claims related to loss of 
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power steering assist while driving in the MY 2011 through 2012 Explorer vehicles, resulting in a complaint rate of 5.4 
incidents per thousand vehicles and a warranty claim rate of 2.3 percent.  ODI identified 15 crashes with evidence 
indicating loss of power steering assist may have been a factor.  All 15 crashes involved low-speed impacts with 
roadside objects during turning maneuvers, resulting in minor vehicle damage or no damage.  In one incident that 
occurred in a low-speed curve, the driver attempted to brake in response to the sudden increase in steering effort and 
inadvertently applied the accelerator pedal instead.  This caused the vehicle to run off the side of the road and strike a 
wooden pole at approximately 15 mph.  Another incident occurred when the driver was unable to to negotiate a left-
turn at an intersection and ran off the road into a shallow ditch, resulting in moderate front-end damage to the vehicle 
and minor injuries to the driver that did not require medical treatment. 
  
This investigation is closed.  All ODI complaints associated with this closing resume are listed in the Attachment 1. 



PE12‐017  2011‐13 Ford Explorer Electric Power Steering Failure  Attachment 1 

All ODI complaints associated with PE12‐017 closing resume are listed in this attachment. 

10417931,10424800,10427390,10442868,10445508,10450502,10451782,10452634,10453594,1045385,

10454017,10454718,10454999,10455226,10455846,10455871,10456824,10459243,10460615,1046072,

10460928,10461207,10462155,10462707,10462730,10462829,10462852,10462875,10462897,1046316,

10463422,10463443,10463593,10463881,10463919,10463923,10463950,10464221,10464374,1046444,

10464495,10464709,10465051,10465151,10465204,10465363,10465371,10465525,10465698,1046574,

10465789,10465838,10465887,10465956,10466040,10466299,10466371,10466428,10466448,1046648,

10466466,10466468,10466477,10466787,10466974,10467087,10467101,10467210,10467248,1046779,

10467745,10467796,10467829,10467868,10467913,10468012,10468137,10468209,10468346,1046842,

10468468,10468888,10468915,10469049,10469086,10469261,10469290,10469318,10469324,1046939,

10469522,10469687,10469725,10469915,10469928,10469937,10469964,10469989,10470066,1047003,

10470273,10470387,10470436,10470610,10470620,10470732,10470863,10471285,10471483,1047167,

10471729,10471810,10471838,10471934,10472104,10472108,10472406,10472448,10537473,1053767,

10537689,10537819,10537895,10472602,10472618,10472624,10472703,10472743,10472753,1047295,

10473047,10473181,10473242,10473706,10473731,10473771,10473850,10473869,10473887,1047393,

10473909,10474011,10474066,10474222,10474415,10474586,10475071,10475098,10475200,1047527,

10475233,10475302,10475661,10475882,10475935,10475970,10476606,10476700,10476972,1047744,

10478398,10478696,10478826,10479282,10479705,10481055,10481483,10482216,10482489,1048290,

10483315,10484602,10486120,10486486,10487663,10487903,10488009,10489075,10489354,1049162,

10493444,10496581,10503583,10504107,10505567,10507030,10507171,10508256,10508352,1050856,

10509214,10509678,10509808,10510570,10510834,10511032,10511073,10511554,10511807,1051300,

10513566,10513665,10513829,10513866,10513968,10514239,10514432,10514744,10515093,1051508,

10515947,10516026,10519658,10520072,10520744,10520869,10521005,10521056,10521279,1052165,

10522116,10522863,10523443,10524033,10524648,10524694,10524725,10524768,10524772,1052484,

10524946,10524952,10525743,10525855,10525964,10526060,10526097,10526112,10526289,1053148,

10531923,10531958,10532043,10532654,10533051,10533359,10533476,10533731,10533937,1053405,

10534104,10534355,10534356,10534428,10534457,10534511,10534847,10534998,10535108,1053630,

10536352,10536834,10536890,10536954,10537216,10537248,10538240,10541691,10541713,1054185,

10542610,10543175,10544037,10544061,10544410,10544427,10544979,10547332,10547920,1054805,

10548872,10549007,10549384,10550155,10551043,10551205,10551790,10553054,10553171,1055415,

10554691,10555479,10555766,10556918,10557190,10557269,10557850,10557874,10558159,1055824,

10559234,10559524,10560767,10561076,10561280,10561703,10562858,10564989,10566243,1056626,

10567295,10567671,10568303,10568345,10574679,10575449,10575858,10577154,10579522,1058301,

10583231,10583246,10583248,10583438,10584817,10585174,10585289,10585450,10585481,1058548,

10585776,10585878,10586024,10586446,10586839,10587320,10587664,10587951,10588110,1059220,

10592710,10592842,10592971,10593203,10593541,10593895,10594372,10594405,10594441,1059494,

10595230,10595346 
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